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Abstract

While depth of field is an important cinematographic
means, its use in real-time computer graphics is still
limited by the computational costs that are necessary
to achieve a sufficient image quality. Specifically,
color bleeding artifacts between objects at different
depths are most effectively avoided by a decomposi-
tion into sub-images and the independent blurring of
each sub-image. This decomposition, however, can
result in rendering artifacts at silhouettes of objects.
We propose a new blur filter that increases the opac-
ity of all pixels to avoid these artifacts at the cost of
physically less accurate but still plausible rendering
results. The proposed filter is named “opaque image
blur” and is based on a glow filter that is applied to
the alpha channel. We present a highly efficient GPU-
based pyramid algorithm that implements this filter for
depth-of-field rendering. Moreover, we demonstrate
that the opaque image blur can also be used to add
motion blur effects to images in real time.
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1 Introduction

Depth of field in photography specifies the depth range
of the region in front and behind the focal plane that
appears to be in focus for a given resolution of the film.
As limited depth of field is a feature of all real camera
systems (including the human eye), plausible depth-
of-field effects can significantly enhance the illusion
of realism in computer graphics. Moreover, limited
depth of field can be used to guide the attention of
viewers. In fact, it is routinely used for this purpose
in movies — including computer-animated movies. In
recent years, it has also been used in several computer
games and first applications in graphical user inter-
faces have been demonstrated.

There are various approaches to the computation of
depth-of-field effects, which provide different trade-
offs between image quality and rendering perfor-
mance. Current techniques for real-time performance
are based on a single pinhole image with infinite depth
of field since the performance of this approach is inde-
pendent of the scene complexity and graphics hard-
ware is optimized to compute this kind of imagery.
One of the most prominent rendering artifacts in this
approach is color bleeding between objects at different
depths.

One way to avoid these particular artifacts is the de-
composition of the pinhole image into sub-images ac-
cording to the depth of pixels and the independent pro-
cessing of each sub-image. The main remaining arti-
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fact is caused by partial occlusions. More specifically,
the problem is caused by pixels of one sub-image that
are occluded by the pinhole version of another sub-
image in the foreground but only partially occluded
by the blurred version of that sub-image. Various ap-
proaches have been suggested to address these disoc-
cluded pixels; however, all proposed methods tend to
be the most costly part of the respective algorithm in
terms of rendering performance.

In this work, we solve the problem by completely
avoiding disocclusions of pixels; i.e., instead of try-
ing to render correct images with disoccluded pixels,
we render plausible images without disoccluded pix-
els. The key element of our approach is a blurring
method that does not disocclude pixels; i.e., a blur
filter that does not reduce the opacity of any pixel.
This filter allows us to design a considerably simpli-
fied algorithm for sub-image blurring, which is pre-
sented in Section 3.1. The details of the employed
blurring method — named “opaque image blur” — are
discussed in Section 3.2 and results are presented in
Section 3.3.

While the application of the opaque image blur
to depth-of-field rendering has been described before
[Kra11], this work also demonstrates an application of
the opaque image blur to image-based motion blur in
Section 4. Here, we deliberately avoid pyramid algo-
rithms in order to show that the opaque image blur is
neither limited to depth-of-field rendering nor to pyra-
mid algorithms.

Conclusions and plans for future work are discussed
in Sections 5 and 6. First, however, we discuss previ-
ous work on depth-of-field rendering.

2 Previous Work

Physically correct depth-of-field effects in off-line ren-
dering are most commonly computed by stochastic
sampling of a camera lens of finite size [CPC84]. Sev-
eral implementations with various improvements have
been published [CCC87, HA90, KMH95, PH04].

Splatting of image points with the help of a depth-
dependent point-spread function was proposed even
earlier than stochastic sampling [PC82] and can also
produce accurate images if all points of a scene are
taken into account (including points that are occluded
in a pinhole image). While the first implementations
were software-based [Shi94, KŽB03], more recent
systems employ features of modern graphics hardware
[LKC08].

The main drawback of stochastic sampling and
splatting approaches with respect to performance is
the dependency on the scene complexity, i.e., the ren-
dering of the depth-of-field effect is more costly for
more complex scenes. Furthermore, the computations
have to be integrated into the rendering process and,
therefore, often conflict with optimizations of the ren-
dering pipeline, in particular in the case of hardware-
based pipelines. Therefore, real-time and interactive
approaches to depth-of-field rendering are based on
image post-processing of pinhole images with depth
information for each pixel. These approaches are inde-
pendent of the scene complexity and they are compat-
ible with any rendering method that produces pinhole
images with depth information.

The highest performance is achieved by comput-
ing a series of differently blurred versions (e.g., in the
form of a mipmap hierarchy) and determining an ap-
propriately blurred color for each pixel based on these
filtered versions [Rok93, Dem04, Ham07, LKC09].
However, it appears to be impossible to avoid all ren-
dering artifacts in these approaches — in particular
color bleeding (also known as intensity leakage) be-
tween objects at different depths.

The most effective way to avoid these artifacts is the
decomposition of the pinhole image into sub-images
according to the depth of pixels [Bar04]. Each sub-
image is then blurred independently and the blurred
sub-images are blended onto each other to accumu-
late the result. However, the decomposition into sub-
images can introduce new artifacts at the silhouettes of
sub-images, which are addressed in different ways by
the published systems [BTCH05, KS07a].

Hybrid approaches are also possible; in particu-
lar, the scene geometry can be rendered into dif-
ferent layers which are then blurred independently
[Sco92, KB07, KTB09, LES09]. This can avoid ar-
tifacts between layers but requires non-uniform blur-
ring techniques, which require a considerably higher
performance. Another hybrid approach combines ray
tracing with multi-layer rendering [LES10].

This work is based on the system presented by
Kraus and Strengert [KS07a] but eliminates artifacts at
silhouettes by avoiding partial disocclusions of pixels.
This is achieved by employing a particular blur filter,
which does not reduce the opacity of any pixel. Thus,
the effect is similar to applying a glow filter [JO04]
to the opacity channel. In principle, a grayscale mor-
phological filter [Ste86] could also be used for this
purpose; however, the proposed GPU-based compu-
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Figure 1: Data flow in our method: (a) input pinhole image, (b) input depth map, (c) sub-images after matting,
(d) sub-images after opaque image blur (see Figure 3), (e) ray-traced reference image [PH04], (f) blended result
of our method. In (c) and (d) only the opacity-weighted RGB components of the (−1)st sub-image (top) and
the (−2)nd sub-image (bottom) are shown.

tation of glow filters offers a considerably higher per-
formance.

3 Depth-of-Field Blur

The proposed opaque image blur filter was motivated
by the problem of depth-of-field rendering. Therefore,
a new depth-of-field rendering algorithm that employs
the opaque image blur is presented in the next section
before the actual opaque image blur is discussed in
Section 3.2.

3.1 Depth-of-Field Rendering with the
Opaque Image Blur

The proposed algorithm decomposes a pinhole im-
age with depth information into sub-images that cor-
respond to certain depth ranges as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Similarly to previously published methods
[BTCH05, KS07a], the algorithm consists of a loop
over all sub-images starting with the sub-image cor-
responding to the farthest depth range. For each sub-
image, the following three steps are performed:

1. The pinhole image is matted according to the pix-
els’ depth (Figure 1c).

2. The matted sub-image is blurred using the
“opaque image blur” discussed in Section 3.2
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(Figure 1d).

3. The blurred sub-image is blended over the con-
tent of an (initially cleared) framebuffer, in which
the result is accumulated (Figure 1f).

Note that no disocclusion of pixels is necessary
whereas the disocclusion step in previous published
systems tends to be the most costly computation
[BTCH05, KS07a].

The matting and blending in our prototype is per-
formed as in the system by Kraus and Strengert.
Specifically, we approximate the blur radius ri of the
i-th sub-image by:

ri
def
= 1.7× 2|i|−1 for i 6= 0 and r0

def
= 0. (1)

The blur radius is specified in pixels and corresponds
to the radius of the circle of confusion. Thus, the cor-
responding depth zi of the i-th sub-image can be com-
puted with the thin lens approximation. The result is:

zi
def
=

zfocal
1 + ri/r∞

for i < 0, (2)

z0
def
= zfocal, (3)

zi
def
=

zfocal
1− ri/r∞

for i > 0. (4)

Here, zfocal is the depth of the focal plane and r∞ is
the blur radius of infinitely distant points. r∞ can be
expressed in terms of the focal length f , the f-number
N , the field-of-view angle in y direction γfovy, and the
height of the image hpix in pixels:

r∞
def
=

hpix
2zfocal tan (γfovy/2)

f

2N
. (5)

The depths zi−2, zi−1, zi, and zi+1 of four sub-images
are used to define the matting functions ωi(z) for pix-
els of the i-th sub-image as illustrated in Figure 2. The
specific matting function is designed to allow for an ef-
ficient implementation in shader programs. Note that
the weighting functions for the foremost and backmost
sub-images are adjusted to remove the ramps at the ex-
tremes; i.e., the weight is set to 1 where there is no
other sub-image that would include a pixel.

The matting of the i-th sub-image is then performed
in a fragment shader by looking up the depth z of
each pixel, evaluating the weighting function ωi(z)
and multiplying it to the RGBA color of the pinhole
image, where the opacity A of the pinhole image is set
to 1.

Figure 2: Illustration of the matting function ωi(z) for
the i-th sub-image based on the depths zi−2 to zi+1.

After matting, each sub-image is blurred as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. The resulting blurred colors
RGBAsub of the sub-image are then blended with the
colors RGBbuf of a color buffer, which is initially set
to black. The blending employs the “over” operator for
pre-multiplied (i.e., opacity-weighted) colors [PD84]
since the sub-images are processed from back to front:

RGBbuf ← RGBsub + (1−Asub)× RGBbuf . (6)

After the frontmost sub-image has been processed, the
colors RGBbuf represent the resulting image with the
computed depth-of-field effect.

While this algorithm is significantly less complex
than previously published algorithms for sub-image
processing [BTCH05, KS07a], it strongly depends on
an image blur that does not disocclude pixels, i.e., the
image blur must not decrease the opacity of any pixel.
The next section describes such a filter.

3.2 Opaque Image Blur

The proposed “opaque image blur” of sub-images
guarantees not to disocclude pixels in order to avoid
rendering artifacts that are caused by partial occlu-
sions, which are most visible at silhouettes of objects
in sub-images [BTCH05]. For an example of disoc-
cluded pixels, consider the blurred image in Figure 3c:
the blurred silhouettes become semitransparent (i.e.
darker in Figure 3c), which means that previously oc-
cluded pixels of layers in the background become par-
tially visible, i.e. they are disoccluded by the increased
transparency that is caused by the blur.

To avoid these disocclusions, the opaque blur of
an RGBA image only increases the opacity of pixels.
This is achieved by three steps, which are illustrated in
Figure 3.

1. A glow filter [JO04] is applied to the A channel
of the RGBA image (Figures 3b and 3d). This
glow filter must not decrease the A channel of any
pixel. The result is called Aglow.

2. A standard blur filter is applied to all channels
of the original RGBA image (Figures 3a and 3c).
The result is called RGBAblur .

3. The opacity of the blurred image is replaced
by the opacity computed by the glow filter
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Figure 3: Data flow in the opaque image blur: (a) input RGBA image (only RGB is shown), (b) opacity (i.e., A
channel) of the input image visualized as gray-scale image, (c) standard blur filter applied to the input RGBA
image (A is not shown), (d) glow filter applied to the opacity of the input image, (e) resulting opaque image
blur.

(Figure 3e). To this end, the blurred colors
are rescaled since they are considered opacity-
weighted colors. The result is called RGBAsub:

RGBAsub
def
= RGBAblur ×

Aglow

Ablur
(7)

For each sub-image of the algorithm described in
Section 3.1, the result RGBAsub is then used in
Equation 6.

Without the color rescaling, the increased opacity
Aglow would result in dark silhouettes around objects
of full opacity. To avoid artifacts, the range of the glow
filter should not be larger than the range of the blur fil-
ter. Otherwise, the color rescaling is likely to increase
colors that are unrelated to the objects that caused the
increased opacity.

While any non-decreasing glow filter and any stan-
dard blur filter can be used to implement an opaque
image blur, we propose to employ pyramid algorithms
for both filters because of their favorable performance
on GPUs. Moreover, pyramid versions of the glow
filter and the blur filter can share a common analysis

phase, which reduces the total computational costs by
about one quarter.

For the standard blur we employ a pyramidal blur
[SKE06] with a 4×4 box analysis filter [KS07b]. The
analysis phase of this pyramidal blur corresponds to a
mipmap generation; however, the number of required
levels is limited by the strength of the blur. For the
algorithm discussed in Section 3.1, |i| levels of the
image pyramid have to be computed for the i-th sub-
image. The synthesis phase of the pyramidal blur it-
eratively expands the i-th pyramid level to the orig-
inal size with a synthesis filter that corresponds to a
biquadratic B-spline interpolation [SKE06].

The glow filter makes use of the opacity Aana of
the exact same analysis pyramid as the pyramidal blur.
However, the synthesis is modified in order to guaran-
tee that the opacity of no pixel is decreased. This is
achieved by multiplying the transparency of each ex-
panded level, i.e., 1 − Aexp, with the transparency of
the corresponding analysis level of the same size, i.e.,
1 − Aana. The resulting transparency determines the
opacity Asyn of the new synthesis level for the pyra-
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Figure 4: Comparison of renderings with depth of field generated by pbrt [PH04] (top row), the method
published by Kraus and Strengert (middle row), and the proposed method (bottom row).

midal glow:

Asyn
def
= 1− (1−Aexp)(1−Aana) (8)

= Aexp +Aana −AexpAana. (9)

It is straightforward to implement this blending in a
fragment shader.

After both pyramid algorithms have been per-
formed, the blurred colors have to be rescaled to
the opacity computed by the glow filter as discussed
above. For efficiency, this step should be combined
with the final synthesis step of the pyramidal blur and
the final synthesis step of the pyramidal glow. Since
the final synthesis steps expand the image to the full
size of the input image, it is particularly beneficial to
implement these steps as efficiently as possible.

3.3 Results

Figure 4 compares two images generated by our
method with ray-traced images computed with
pbrt [PH04] and images produced by the method pro-
posed by Kraus and Strengert. Obviously, our method
avoids any disocclusion which results in too opaque

objects. On the other hand, color bleeding between
objects at different depths is still avoided. Due to the
nonlinear glow, the silhouettes of objects are too sharp
in our method. This is, however, a consequence of the
particular glow filter employed in this work. We as-
sume that there are alternative glow filters that produce
better visual results.

Our method performed at 110 ms per frame on a 13”
MacBook Pro with an NVIDIA GeForce 320M, while
the method by Kraus and Strengert required 208 ms,
i.e., almost twice as much. While our implementation
of both methods was not optimized and includes some
copy operations that could be avoided, we don’t see
many possibilities to optimize the disocclusion part of
the method by Kraus and Strengert; therefore, it is un-
likely that we overestimate the improvement gained by
avoiding the disocclusion. Furthermore, it should be
noted that our algorithm is easier to implement since
algorithms for the disocclusion of pixels tend to be
rather complex. On the other hand, the performance
of our method is worse than methods based on com-
puting differently blurred versions of a pinhole image
[Ham07, LKC09].
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Figure 5: Image of a Piaggio Vespa PX 125 E [Dan07]
(left) and a manually generated alpha mask of the fore-
ground (right).

The image quality achieved by the proposed algo-
rithm is also between these two approaches: it avoids
artifacts such as color bleeding between objects of dif-
ferent depths, which often occur in methods that do not
use sub-images [Ham07, LKC09]. On the other hand,
the image quality is reduced in comparison to other ap-
proaches based on sub-images [BTCH05, KS07a] be-
cause of the missing disocclusions and the particular
opaque image blur.

Note that the implementation of our method re-
vealed an interesting side effect: artifacts at the bound-
aries of the view port are effectively avoided by the
opaque image blur if there is a border of transparent
black pixels. In particular, a border width of one pixel
is sufficient. In contrast, the system by Kraus and
Strengert requires an embedding of the view port in a
larger framebuffer and relies on extrapolation to gener-
ate pixel data that provides continuous blurring at the
boundaries of the original view port.

4 Motion Blur

In order to illustrate another application of the opaque
image blur proposed in Section 3.2, this section em-
ploys the opaque image blur to generate motion blur.
Previous work on image-based motion blur includes
work by Rosado [Ros08], which does not discuss dis-
occlusion of pixels and work by Brostow et al. [BE01],
who used multiple images to generate motion blur and
therefore were not plagued by the disocclusion of pix-
els.

4.1 Image-Based Opaque Motion Blur

In this work, we consider only the addition of motion
blur to user-specified areas of an image without blur.
The proposed algorithm is illustrated with the help of
the image in Figure 5a. In addition to the RGB col-
ors of the input image, opacities (i.e. an A channel)

has to be supplied to specify the area of the image that
should be blurred such that the illusion of motion blur
is achieved. In our case, opacities are specified manu-
ally to mask the red Vespa. In computer-generate im-
ages, this masking could be achieved automatically by
tagging pixels that belong to the moving object; e.g.,
by rasterizing object IDs into a separate image buffer.

An alternative approach to the proposed mask-based
method is to render the moving object into a different
image buffer than the rest of the scene. However, this
would mean that areas that are occluded by the moving
object become visible and have to be shaded, which
would usually cost rendering performance. Therefore,
this alternative approach is not considered here.

The goal of the proposed method is to blur the
masked area, which represents the foreground, with-
out blurring any of the background nor with disocclud-
ing any of the background areas that are occluded by
the (masked) foreground. As illustrated in Figure 6,
the opaque image blur presented in Section 3.2 can be
employed as follows:

1. A glow filter is applied to the opacities, i.e. the A
channel of the RGBA image (Figures 6b and 6d).
The result is called Aglow. The specific glow filter
is discussed in Section 4.2.

2. The RGB channels of the input RGBA image are
multiplied with the A channel (Figure 6c). Then
a 1D-box filter in the direction of motion is ap-
plied to the opacity-weighted RGB channels and
the original A channel (Figures 6a and 6c). The
result is called RGBAblur. (Of course, other fil-
ters than box filters could be used just as well.)

3. The opacity of the blurred image is replaced by
the opacity computed by the glow filter (Fig-
ure 6e). The opacity-weighted colors are rescaled
correspondingly; see Equation 7.

4. In an additional step, the result of the previous
step is blended over the input RGBA image (Fig-
ures 6f and 6g).

Apart from the multiplication with opacities in
step 1 and the additional blending step, this process
is identical to the opaque image blur proposed in Sec-
tion 3.2. However, some alternatives and extensions
should be mentioned.

Firstly, it would be possible to employ a pyrami-
dal blur filter instead of the box filter. However, this
would require to rotate the image to align the direction
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Figure 6: Data flow in the opaque motion blur:
(a) opacity-weighted colors of the input image (i.e.
multiplied with the A channel), (b) opacity (i.e., A
channel) of the input image visualized as gray-scale
image, (c) 1D box filter applied to (a) (A channel is
not shown), (d) glow filter applied to the opacity of the
input image, (e) colors of (c) rescaled according to A
in (d), (f) input image, (g) result of blending (e) over
(f).

of motion with one of the screen axes. Furthermore, a
1D pyramidal blur filter is less efficient than a separa-
ble 2D filter since the number of pixels is only halved
from one pyramid level to the next. On the other hand,
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Figure 7: Data flow in the opaque motion blur of back-
grounds: (a) opacity-weighted colors of the input im-
age, (b) opacity of the input image (here the inverted
A channel of Figure 6b), (c) 1D box filter applied to
(a), (d) glow filter applied to the opacity of the in-
put image, (e) colors of (c) rescaled according to A
in (d), (f) colors of the input image weighted with the
inverted opacity (here the same as Figure 6a), (g) result
of blending (e) under (f)

a straightforward implementation of a 1D filter of fixed
size in a fragment shader with the help of a for-loop
avoids the costs of any render target switches and does
not require additional image memory other than for the
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input image and for the result. In fact, it is straight-
forward to implement the proposed algorithm in one
pass of a fragment shader over all pixels of the result-
ing image. The performance of this fragment shader is
mainly determined by the number of texture lookups,
which is directly determined by the size of the mo-
tion blur filter. (As discussed in the next section, the
glow filter does not require additional texture lookups
if RGBA lookups are employed.) Thus, for motion
blur of limited filter size, the usage of a pyramid blur
filter is not justified. However, pyramid blur filters
or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) filters would provide
better performance for strong motion blur effects with
large filter sizes.

Secondly, the proposed method for image-based
motion blur can be generalized to more than one mov-
ing object by blurring the image of each masked object
separately and blending all images together — pro-
vided than an unambiguous depth order is available.

Thirdly, the described process only applies to mov-
ing objects in the foreground. In the case of mo-
tion blur of the background (for example, caused by
camera panning) and also for moving objects that are
occluded by static objects in the foreground, some
changes are required. Figure 7 illustrates the process
to add motion blur to the background of the image
in Figure 5. Here, the only change is to blend the
result “under” (instead of “over”) the appropriately
masked (i.e. opacity-weighted) foreground [PD84].
Note in particular that the result in Figure 7g does not
show any of the black band artifacts around the sharp
foreground, which can be observed if colors are not
appropriately rescaled as discussed by Barsky et al.
[BTCH05]. In fact, in this particular case, the effect
of the opaque image blur is limited to rescaling the
colors of the blurred RGBA image to full opacities.

4.2 Glow Filter

In order to avoid additional render passes, we designed
a particularly efficient glow filter for the implementa-
tion of the opaque motion blur filter described in the
previous section. As stated in Section 3.2, the most
important restriction is that the glow filter does not de-
crease the A channel of any pixel. To this end, we ap-
ply a triangle filter to each pixel, which is of the same
size as the box filter used to blur the opacity-weighted
colors. However, instead of adding the results of all fil-
tered pixels (which would result in oversaturated opac-
ities), the maximum filtered opacity is used as the out-

put of the glow filter. In terms of an equation:

Ai,glow = max
k=i−w,...,i+w

{(
1− |k − i|

w

)
Ak

}
(10)

where Ai,glow is the resulting opacity at sample posi-
tion i and Ak denotes the input opacity at position k.
w denotes the width of the triangle filter such that its
size is 2w + 1.

With the help of the built-in “max” function of
GLSL, this glow filter can be efficiently computed in a
fragment shader within the same for-loop as the men-
tioned box filter of the opacity-weighted colors.

4.3 Results

The images in Figures 6g and 7g were computed with
an implementation of the proposed algorithm in a
GLSL shader within the game engine Unity 3.4, which
allowed for rapid prototyping. The render time for im-
ages of 1024×768 pixels and a filter that is 101 pixels
wide (i.e. 101 RGBA texture lookups per fragment)
was 14 ms on a Windows XP PC with an NVIDIA
Quadro FX 770M GPU.

It should be noted that we made no attempt to ac-
curately simulate actual motion blur; thus, the image
quality is certainly worse than previously published
techniques to simulate motion blur, e.g. by Cook et
al. [CPC84].

5 Conclusion

We demonstrated a new technique — the “opaque
image blur” — to handle disocclusions in depth-of-
field rendering and image-based motion blur. While
the proposed depth-of-field rendering algorithm offers
a unique trade-off between performance and image
quality, the image-based opaque motion blur is a real-
time rendering technique that can be implemented in a
single rendering pass and provides high performance
for small filter sizes at the cost of physical accuracy.

6 Future Work

Future work includes research on alternative glow
filters for the opaque image blur described in Sec-
tions 3.2 and 4.2. Of particular interest are glow filters
that result in physically correct visual effects.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, the application to mo-
tion blur of multiple moving objects requires an un-
ambiguous depth order of these objects. Additional
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research is necessary for the case that such an order is
not available since this is likely to result in unaccept-
able rendering artifacts.

Further potential applications of the opaque image
blur include the application of generalized depth-of-
field effects [KB07] to arbitrary parts of bitmap im-
ages. In these cases, some parts of an image have to
be blurred without any information about the disoc-
cluded pixels, which is very similar to the image-based
motion blur discussed in Section 4. In both cases, the
opaque image blur avoids the disocclusion of pixels,
and therefore offers a very efficient alternative to more
costly disocclusion techniques.
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